Abstract
Introduction
Flowshop scheduling problems, are a class of scheduling problems with a work shop or group shop in which the flow control shall enable an appropriate sequencing for each job and for processing on a set of machines or with other resources 1,2,...,m in compliance with given processing orders [1] [2] . Especially the maintaining of a continuous flow of processing tasks is desired with a minimum of idle time and a minimum of waiting time. Hybrid Flowshops (HFS) are common manufacturing environments in which a set of n jobs are to be processed in a series of m stages [3] . There are a number of variants, all of which have most of the following characteristics in common: (1) the number of processing stages m is at least 2; (2) each stage k has M (k) >=1 machines in parallel and in at least one of the stages M (k) >1; (3) All jobs are processed following the same and strict production flow : stage 1, …, stage n.
HFS is a typical mass-customization with large product series which is widely used in the current production companies [4] [5] [6] . However, as the increasing customization requirements from large number of customers, the control of HFS is really difficult. The hybrid flowshop production control (HFPC) plays critical role in the products output and profits. Thus, HFPC with high efficiency and effectiveness is very crucial, especially in facing with the large scale of production system in practical applications.
This paper takes the background of real-time production system based on the Internet of Things-enabled environment. The production resources are converted into agent-based smart objects, which have complex relations and large scale problem size. In order to tackle these challenges, this paper introduces a Petri net-based adaptive scheduling model for easing the qualitative analysis of the production system and reducing the complexity. Specifically, resource-oriented Petri Net (ROPN) is used for enable the adaptive 234 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC scheduling model to real-time control the production activities. This model uses the Petri Net principle to establish the relation in terms of logics and behaviors of various resources, converting the dynamics control of manufacturing system into resources aspects. This innovative conversion is able to cut down the problem scales, finally to achieve adaptive control the production progress. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports on the Petri Net concepts related to manufacturing system modeling. After analyzing the HFS, section 3 illustrates the adaptive model using ROPN and rules. Section 4 uses the model to define the manufacturing Petri Net and detailed demonstrates the modeling process for production control. Section 5 discusses the qualitative analysis of the model. Section 6 concludes this paper by giving the key findings and future work. In the manufacturing system, the transitions changes a lot by the driven mechanism which indicates the resources changes after passing different processing stages or machines. Thus, the firing rules could be defined as: Definition 
Petri Net Related to Manufacturing System Modeling
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From the definition of firing enabled rule, it is assumed that there are unlimited tokens in the repository. However, in a manufacturing system, the resources are limited. That implies each repository is able to hold certain number of tokens. Let () Kp denotes the maximum quantity of tokens in a repository, the above definition could be extended that ( )
should be satisfied.
Since the manufacturing system highly related to the time, three types of PN may be involved in a HFS production. They are Timed PN , Transition Delayed PN , and Repository Delayed PN .
Timed
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Timed PN is a tuple which has six elements: 3. An Adaptive Scheduling Model using PN in HFS
Problem Description
HFS is widely used in customized production such as automotive industry, electronic products, and many mass-customization goods as well as astronautic products which are small batches or one-of-a-kind items. The characteristic of HFS is that several types of products will be processed or assembled in the shared production line or manufacturing units [7] . Take a typical HFS manufacturing for an example, figure 1 shows a typical HFS production case studied in this paper.
HFS production is usually mass-customization manufacturing mode. The due date of each customer order is fixed, thus, in the production stage, the sequence of tasks are organized by the priority. Task  and  have the same processing stages, however, the job instructions and operation parameters are different. Each manufacturing stage is consisted by several machines or work centers, which have the different efficiency and capacity. There are some buffers within various manufacturing stages. In this production control, the buffers are assumed unlimited. The smoothness of the plans and schedules are based on some rules, which are widely used for guiding the production. 
Manufacturing System Based on ROPN
In the ROPN, the processing to a passive smart Agent is regarded as a resource distribution from active smart Agent, which is the resource provider [8] . Thus, the same resources are modeled as a node, which is presented by a place. This paper models the hybrid flowshop manufacturing system and the smart objects are modeled as token. The token is sent to the node so that the process will be finished. In the ROPN, the resources in each node are limited. The manufacturing system based on ROPN will use some rules to organize the hybrid flowshop production:
1. In the ROPN model, each place or node presents a type of resource. The execution of manufacturing system needs various resources like machines, tools, buffers, workers, etc. In this paper, three key resources are considered: working center (machine), logistics machine (forklift), and material buffer. 2. Each resource is equipped with Auto-ID devices so that they are converted into smart objects which are able to process the production operations. The machines and buffers are considered to be the same resources that are named as H-resource. And the logistics machines are termed as L-resource. 3. According to the same process stages each task should undertake, the processing operations must be predefined. For a specific operation, all the involved resources should be modeled. 4. For the H-resource between two operations, several conditions could be considered. Firstly, there is no buffer between two near operations. That means, the materials should enter into another machine for processing after completion. Thus the processing step should be consistent. A transit could be used for presenting the change of a job from one processing to another. According to the rules, only the H-resources are modeled in ROPN approach so as to describe the production. A machine or working center that is an H-resource is modeled as a H-repository. Figure 2 (a) shows the modeled resource, from where, the capacity of H-repository indicates the job amount that a machine or buffer is able to handle. That means the Agent quantity in the model. There is a token presenting a job is in a buffer or machine. The multiple input transitions (t1 and t2) of H-repository present that the buffer or machine will be shared by several operational processes. Multiple output transitions (t3 and t4) show that different components in different jobs are delivered to different machine s or buffers. For the logistics devices -G-resource, according to the 'occupy-release' repeat principle in ROPN, it is modeled as G-repository, which is shown in Figure 2 (b) . The amount of tokens in G-resource presents the quantity of logistics resources. Multiple transitions connected to the G-repository reveals the sharing of logistics resource by several jobs. Thus, H-repository implies the resource and the operations provided by it. And G-repository shows the resource whose logistics operations are ex pressed through the connected transitions in ROPN.
Figure 2. Repository in ROPN
Adaptive Scheduling Model Based on ROPN
According to the description of manufacturing system using Petri Net, the hybrid flowshop production system could be defined as follows:
Adaptive scheduling model is based on the manufacturing Petri Net (MPN)   0   ( , , , 
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is an input function which defines the directed arc from a repository to a transition.
is an output function which defines the directed arc from a transition to a repository. (5) :
is the knowledge function which is carried by token  . 
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Once the job is started, it cannot be stopped until it is completely finished. The stay time of smart token mapped from the jobs is the unit "book" processing time multiplies the quantity. Unit "book" processing time is calculated by
. In an operation, the efficiency of M and N machines are different:
The transfer and buffer time within different flowshops is accumulated in buffer time. Each token in the buffer cost the same time unit 5 with no relationship of quantity. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces an adaptive scheduling model in hybrid flowshop production control based on the Petri Net. This model is based some proposed definitions in the background of hybrid flowshop production which is widely used in the manufacturing fields. Using the definitions in Petri Net, a real-life case is considered for modeling given the key concept of ROPN, which is used for establishing the manufacturing Petri net. From a specific bronze plate manufacturing case, this model is examined for demonstrate the adaptive schedule using the tokens passes and time cost in the MPN.
Future research directions will be carried out to enhance the model. First of all, this paper considers two types of resources: H and G. However, more types of resources like electricity and water will be involved mainly in production. How to model this main cost in the Petri Net will be further concerned. Secondly, this model could be implemented into a decision support system (DSS) which is able to assist the decision-makers to work out precise schedules.
